Official Invitation
From the Board of Directors IMAC USA:
The organizing committee of the second IMAC World
Championships is pleased to formally invite Sweden to
attend this event.
The premiere inaugural IMAC Worlds event in 2014 saw 89
pilots representing 13 countries that competed in a contest that affected Scale Aerobatics
everywhere. We hope to include entries of even more pilots from more countries in the
second installation of this global event. The IMAC World Championships 2018 will be held at
the AMA Headquarters in Muncie, Indiana, USA, on September 4 - 8, 2018.
The World Championship event rules have been finalized including information on the event,
individual participants and teams. The rules can be found on the IMAC WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP website (under “2018 Base Rules”). Team championship scores will be
calculated from the best three (3) pilots from each country regardless if a country has 3 or
more pilots. If a country has less than 3 pilots, that country will not qualify for the Team
Championship trophy.
Each country will be allotted a maximum of 9 pilots in each competition class to include
Sportsman, Intermediate, Advanced and Unlimited. Your country will select those participants
representing Sweden in the event. Your selection process can either be guided by the USA
selection process or you can formulate your own selection method and guidelines. The present
qualification process for the USA can be found on the IMAC website.
All contestants must either be a citizen of the country/nation they are representing, OR,
presently residing there. This can also include a dual citizenship. Complete eligibility details
including entrants possessing dual citizenships are found in the World Championship event
rules.
We look forward to the pleasure of having pilots from Sweden attend the IMAC World
Championship in 2018 to create an event that will bring ALL countries that fly Scale Aerobatics
at its highest level, together.
IMAC BOD USA

